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This book is dedicated... to world peace lovers and world peace

promoters,  and  to my wife and family for their patience and

support,  and also to my longtime friends and new friends

discovered during the writing and publishing of this work,  and

also dedicated specially to the many talented un-published

authors waiting patiently to be discovered.
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         Copyright © 2003 Dr. Hafiz Shahid Amin......

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in

retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any

means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording

or otherwise, without the written prior permission of

Author.. Dr.  Hafiz Shahid Amin, Gujranwala, Pakistan.        

     Where opinion is expressed it is that of the author

and may not necessarily coincide with the editorial

views of the Publisher and the reader.

      All information in this Novel is verified to the best

of the author's and the publisher's ability. However,

both the author and publisher do not accept

responsibility for any loss arising from reliance on it.
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       Attention Please….. The Disclaimer

     All characters, incidents, places, scenes, countries,

mentioned in the novel are pseudonyms, fictitious and

imaginary. Any similarity or resemblances of character,

incident scene or place would be just by way of chance

and the writer, printer, publisher or distributor would

be not be responsible or answerable. It is only a novel

and should be considered always only as novel.

    


   




 



Dr.  Hafiz Shahid Amin
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Preface  

                  ***  The Rise Of Peace ****

The Novel  has  been written  in  the  background  of  most  

  international  political   issues related  burning current

  destroy all anti  peace  is to conditions. The main point is novel 

one  into  world world  forces  in an attempt  to  convert  this

 begin  to   nations all peaceful world. After  all, the  world's  

 to  each  other  irrelevant  to  regards   pay   and  peacefully live

religious, territorial  and  racial  limitations. Its  fiction, action  

  and  adventure,  thrill,  social, and  current  international

novel  and  also  a  try to  make  this  based    activities political

world  as  one  body  and  to  finish  the ongoing  differences  

 which  is  Islamic and  non  Islamic Nations of  world between 

 world 's  peace.  In  the  end,  all  nations  very  dangerous  for

 make  agreement  that  no  one will  interfere  into  any other 

 internal  affairs, and  also     the developed  countries  country 's

nations  decide  that will  help  the  developing   countries. The 
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all  armed  forces  will  be  finished , all  intelligence  agencies  

permanently   and  all  visa  limitations  will   will  be  finished

any  person  from  any  country   can  also  be  finished  so  that  

 any  personal  go  to  any  other  country  freely.  To  avoid 

  personal   blaming,  I  have  put  all  characters   criticism  and

 this   factitious  in  names  as   dummy  and and  country  

novel. 
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Some Starting and Ending Chapters of Novel....as Sample.
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Men       ( MFP) 
 For Peace 
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Some Internal Chapters of Novel.....
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We are not good listners
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Some Internal Chapters of Novel.....
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Some Other Internal Chapters of Novel
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Some Other Internal Chapters of Novel
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(9) 
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Some Ending Chapters of Novel.....
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**************  The End of Novel *******************

******** End of the differences of World Nations ******

*********  And the Beginning of World Peace *********

** Beginning of living with Peace in each part of World ***

****….Allah Almighty (God) Bless you all…****

****…May you all live in peace for ever...****

***…A positive effort for World Peace promotion By;…***

***  Author; Dr. Shahid Amin (MBBS, DLO)… ****

****… Gujranwala, Pakistan….****

****…drshahee@yahoo.com… ***

***  2003… ***

Let Hope for the Betterment of this world...Author prays

with hope

*********************************
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